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·Make reasonable assumptions, if required. 

1) A company is evaluating whether to buy a new store in a new 

mall. The purchase price is Rs 500,000. The store has a 

estimated life of 5 years and shall have salvage value of 

Zero. The projected revenue and expenses over the life Will be 

Rs450,000 and Rs 150,000 per year. Assuming Straight line 

depreciation and a tax rate of 20%, 

a) Find the Accounting Rate of Return and Payback period 

b) Find the NPV of the proposal using 20% as cost of Capital 

c) Explain ( Need not solve) how will you find Internal rate of 

Return of the above proposal. (3+4+2) 

2) A 5 year Rs 100 par Bond·with a yield of 11% ( Continuously 

compounded) pays an 8 %·coupon at the end of each year. 

What is Bond's price? Duration? What is the effect of on 

Bond's price of a 0.2% decrease in its yield? 

b) How would you deal. in case of bigger changes in yield? 

·( 2+3+2+4) 
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3) The following Data set is available: 

Bond Time to Annual Bond 

Principal maturity coupon Price 

( Rs) (years) (Rs) (Rs) 

100 0.25 0 97.5 

100 0.50 0 94.9 

100 1.00 0 90.0 

100 1.50 8 96.0 

100 2.00 12 101.6 

-Determine the continuously compounded zero rate for various 

maturity periods- (zero Curve). (7) 

4) Give a critical review of the paper" What If nothing is risk 

free 11 by Aswath Damodaran. 

{5) 

5) State Ito's lemma. Using that deduce the parameters of the 

process followed by Forward prices. {5) 

6) A stock pays a dividend of Rs 5 in First year (end) and Rs 10 in 

next year. After that it pays 10 %more in each year perpetually. 

What price the stock sells today? Deduce any formula you may 

use. 

7) Write short notes on: 

a) Simulation of Stock price 

b) Tailing the hedge. 
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